Framsokn values constitute the basis for the Party’s ideology.
Framsokn is a Liberal Nationalistic Party.
Personal freedom, the right to work and National
independence, are all basic core values, intended to
guide and lead the Faroe Islands society down the right
path once again.
Freedom of the nation and its people encourages self
confidence, competence, creativity and the will to work.
Freedom is therefore the aspect Framsokn prioritises
most of all in their (our?) political agenda.
Personal freedom.
We wish to guarantee all people - irrespective of age,
gender, creed, religion, social standing and sexual
orientation – equal rights to live, work and function in
the Faroe Islands society.
Freedom of enterprise
As a general rule, free enterprise creates the economic
basis for a society. We believe that industry should be
operated on a private basis. Public involvement should
be kept to a minimum and its main role should be
limited to ensuring free enterprise the optimum
operational frameworks as well as guaranteeing that it is
conducted and performed on a sustainable basis within
this predetermined framework.
National Independence.
Framsokn wishes to see an independent Faroe Islands,
in other words a Faroe Islands Republic. Only an
independent Faroe Islands can command the
unrestricted full membership necessary and required by
the international community, with all its inherent
advantages, and responsibilities.
We endeavour to create an open minded society.
A society with the freedom to live the life each
individual chooses to live. Personal freedom is limited
only by imagination, but must always be subject to
responsibility and the acknowledgement of the right of
others, who elect to live differently.
We are convinced that the willingness to work and
create is best served, where there is room for
individuality and diversity
We wish to create a society where the individual is
responsible for his or her own life.
We wish to create a society where individuality thrives.
We wish to halt the current development, whereby
society is over-taxing and laying ever heavier burdens
upon families and individuals, who are already working
hard and doing their utmost to cope.
The individual should have the very best framework to
pursue his or her objectives and dreams. This is best

achieved by permitting people to freely utilise the skills
and opportune abilities attained from birth.
It must be financially attractive to maximise the
individual’s work potential in a free market, where
Public involvement is kept to a minimum.
Framsokn wishes to ensure core services within the
welfare society.
The Public Health sector must be strengthened. It is
necessary to re-focus attention upon the patient and
provide specialists with the best environment possible
so that they thrive and may develop professionally,
thereby optimising every penny invested.
The education system must be improved. The number of
higher education opportunities on offer must increase
and be elevated to a higher level of competence, which
is a necessity if we as a nation may increase our
numbers and our wisdom.
The current numerous municipalities must be
accumulated into fewer larger and stronger units
capable of fulfilling the tasks, which are the most
adjacent and important to you as a citizen.
We wish to have fewer rules, regulations and
limitations.
Government must restrict and limit its involvement role
as the controller and disperser. This is best achieved by
industry through free enterprise.
We must implement a reduced administration. We
should not be afraid to devolve and allocate a maximum
number of tasks to the private sector to administer. We
should privatise public enterprises, which are better
served by the private sector.
We wish to make the Faroe Islands independent.
It is the ever continuing endeavour of independence
that will deliver the greatest progress. Therefore, an
independent Faroe Islands is the future objective of
Framsókn.
We must accept the full responsibility to determine and
control our own national fiscal affairs and initiate a
development whereby the Danish State subsidy
diminishes altogether over a predetermined period. This
does not imply isolation - quite the contrary;
independence implies that we command a stronger
position through the joint cooperation with others.
Independence delivers both competence and selfesteem, which shall portray the strongest characteristic
trait of our personality as a nation.
Framsokn therefore regards and prioritises freedom as
its most valuable asset.
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